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Preface

“The only real lawyers are trial lawyers, and trial lawyers try cases to juries.” Clarence Darrow

I tell my clients that trying cases to a jury is very similar to rolling the dice at a Las Vegas craps table. In Vegas, blind chance determines whether you or the house wins. In the courtroom, six or eight total strangers determine which side wins. In both cases, certainty of outcome is never guaranteed.

The pages that follow contain the lessons, knowledge and experience I have acquired over thirty years of being a trial lawyer. Some of the lessons were learned from cases I was certain I would win, but lost, and cases I should have lost, but won. The lessons, techniques and random ruminations come from decades of learning in the School of Hard Knocks.

This book is designed to be a practical day-to-day resource for employment litigation and trial strategy. I am proud to be a plaintiff’s employment lawyer; the book, however, attempts to provide practical suggestions for both the plaintiff and management side. Although the pages that follow are black and white, the techniques clearly are not. They are suggestions and ideas which each practitioner can think about, experiment with, accept or reject. Trying cases is an art, not a science.
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§3:46.3 Documents and Witnesses
§3:46.4 Prompt Investigation?
§3:46.5 Logistics of Witness Interviews
§3:46.6 Immediate Response to Complaint
§3:46.7 Investigation Process, Generally
§3:46.8 Employer’s Sexual Harassment Policy
§3:46.9 Conduct of Investigation
§3:46.10 Results of Investigation
§3:46.11 Bias
§3:46.12 Retaliation
§3:46.13 EEOC Investigation
§3:46.14 Prior Bad Acts of Harasser

§3:47 RIF Cases

§3:47.1 Preparation for Deposition
§3:47.2 Training in Discrimination Issues
§3:47.3 RIF Policies and Practices
§3:47.4 Statistical Analysis
§3:47.4 Lay-Off Decisions
§3:47.5 Hiring Policy/Programs
§3:47.6 Age-Related Comments
§3:47.7 Redeployment Team
§3:47.8 Post-RIF Advertisements
§3:47.9 H.R. Director’s Compensation

§3:48 ADA Reasonable Accommodation Case

§3:48.1 ADA Training
§3:48.2 Knowledge of Plaintiff’s Disability
§3:48.3 Essential Job Functions
§3:48.4 Notice of Disability
§3:48.5 Investigation Into Disability
§3:48.6 Request for Accommodation
§3:48.7 Result of Accommodation Request
§3:48.8 Plaintiff’s Termination
§3:49 FMLA Case
  §3:49.1 Knowledge of FMLA
  §3:49.2 Employer and Employee Subject to FMLA
  §3:49.3 Notice Requirements When FMLA Requested
  §3:49.4 Medical Certifications and Fitness-for-Duty Reports
  §3:49.5 Key Personnel

§3:50 Pregnancy Discrimination
  §3:50.1 Knowledge of Pregnancy Discrimination Act (PDA)
  §3:50.2 Knowledge of Plaintiff’s Pregnancy
  §3:50.3 Disciplinary Actions
  §3:50.4 Plaintiff’s Termination

§3:51 Religious Accommodation
  §3:51.1 Plaintiff’s Religious Beliefs
  §3:51.2 Request for Accommodation
  §3:51.3 Plaintiff’s Termination

§3:52 Racial Harassment
  §3:52.1 Background
  §3:52.2 Knowledge of Racially Hostile Work Environment

[§§3:53 – 3:59 Reserved]

4. Sample Depositions
  §3:60 Sexual Harassment Case
  §3:60.1 Facts
  §3:60.2 Strategy
  §3:60.3 Checklist
  §3:60.4 Model Deposition

§3:61 Spoliation of Evidence
  §3:61.1 Factual Background
  §3:61.2 Spoiled and Withheld Evidence

[§§3:62 – 3:69 Reserved]

C. Plaintiff’s Co-Workers
  1. Governing Principles
     §3:90 Value of Testimony
     §3:91 Distinguish From Expert Opinion
     §3:92 Case Examples

  2. Deposition Checklist
     §3:93 Employment With Employer
     §3:94 Familiarity With Plaintiff’s Job Performance
     §3:95 Familiarity With Plaintiff’s Supervisor
     §3:96 Witness to Comments Made to Plaintiff
     [§§3:97 – 3:99 Reserved]

D. Friends, Neighbors, Family Members
  1. Purpose and Benefits of Testimony
     §3:100 Validate Damages Claims
     §3:101 Testimony Insulated from Cross

  2. Deposition Preparation—Plaintiff’s Counsel
     §3:102 Governing Principles
     §3:103 Caution: No Attorney-Client Privilege

  3. Deposition Checklist
     §3:104 Familiarity With Plaintiff
     §3:105 Knowledge of Adverse Employment Action
     §3:106 Post-Adverse Employment Action Observations
E. Apex Depositions

§3:107 What Is an “Apex” Deposition?
§3:108 Procedure; Burdens of Proof
§3:109 Case Examples: “Unique Personal Knowledge”

§3:109.1 Apex Deposition Questions for CEO in Breach of Contract Case

II. Lay Witnesses at Trial

A. Strategic Ordering of Witnesses

§3:110 Guiding Principles: Primacy, Recency
§3:111 Call Employer’s Key Witnesses in Plaintiff’s Case-in-Chief

B. Plaintiff’s Supervisor

1. Cross-Examination

§3:112 Key Facts
§3:113 Strategy
§3:114 Angles of Attack
§3:115 Model Cross-Examination

§3:115.1 Establish Basic Facts; Set Scene
§3:115.2 Establish Employer’s Stated Reason for Termination
§3:115.3 No Reasonable Business Justification for Elimination of Plaintiff’s Position

§3:115.4 After Plaintiff’s Position Was “Eliminated,” Employer Offered Plaintiff’s Position to Younger (Former) Employee
§3:115.5 Supervisor Made Derogatory Age-Related Statements
§3:115.6 Plaintiff’s Performance Record Did Not Justify Termination
§3:115.7 Supervisor Felt Personal Animosity Toward Plaintiff
§3:115.8 Supervisor Has History of Terminating Employees

§3:115.9 Supervisor Made Numerous Age-Related Derogatory Remarks and Engaged in Pattern of Firing Older (Over Age 40) Employees

2. Direct Examination

§3:116 Strategy
§3:117 Checklist

[§§3:118 – 3:119 Reserved]

C. Plaintiff’s Co-Employee

1. Cross-Examination

§3:120 Key Facts
§3:121 Strategy
§3:122 Angles of Attack
§3:123 Model Cross-Examination

§3:123.1 Introduce Witness; Establish Relationship to Parties
§3:123.2 Employer’s Actions Undermine Stated Business Justification for Adverse Action

§3:123.3 Plaintiff Suffered Consequences of Supervisor’s Actions
§3:123.4 Supervisor Made Derogatory Age-Related Comments and Fired Numerous Older Employees

§3:123.5 Decision to Eliminate Plaintiff’s Position Defied Common Sense
§3:123.6 Supervisor Offered Plaintiff’s “Eliminated” Position to a Younger Individual

§3:123.7 Plaintiff Was Eliminated From the Company, Not Plaintiff’s Position
§3:123.8 Based on Personal Experience, Witness Gives Plaintiff Glowing Performance Review

§3:123.9 Supervisor Terminated Jobs of Five Men Over Age of 40 During His Tenure
2. Direct Examination
   §3:124 Strategy
   §3:125 Checklist
   [§§3:126 – 3:129 Reserved]

D. Human Resources Director
   1. Cross-Examination
      §3:130 Key Facts
      §3:131 Strategy
      §3:132 Angles of Attack
      §3:133 Model Cross-Examination
         §3:133.1 Introduce Witness and Relationship to Parties
         §3:133.2 Introduce EEOC and Role in Investigating Discrimination
         §3:133.3 H.R. Conducted Inadequate Investigation
         §3:133.4 Supervisor Smith Gave False Information to H.R.
         §3:133.5 H.R. Did Not Fully Investigate Whether Other Individuals Were Offered Plaintiff’s Former Position
         §3:133.6 No Independent Investigation of Alleged Financial Problems at Phoenix Branch
         §3:133.7 Company Documents Directly Contradict Employer’s Alleged Business Justification for Plaintiff’s Termination
         §3:133.8 Employer Changed Its Official Position After EEOC Indicated “Cause” Finding Was Forthcoming
         §3:133.9 Plaintiff’s Position Was Not Eliminated When He Was Terminated
         §3:133.10 H.R. Was Aware of Troubled Relationship Between Plaintiff and Supervisor Who Fired Plaintiff
         §3:133.11 EEOC Issued “Cause” Determination
         §3:133.12 Lay Foundation for Damages

   2. Direct Examination
      §3:134 Strategy
      §3:135 Checklist
      [§§3:136 – 3:139 Reserved]

E. Plaintiff’s Friend/Neighbor
   1. Direct Examination
      §3:140 Key Facts
      §3:141 Strategy
      §3:142 Checklist
      §3:143 Model Direct Examination
         §3:143.1 Establish Nature of “Before” Relationship: Longstanding, Close Friendship
         §3:143.2 Plaintiff Talked About His Work in Positive, Upbeat Terms
         §3:143.3 Plaintiff Reacted Dramatically to Loss of His Job
         §3:143.4 Relationship Changed After Plaintiff’s Termination
         [§3:144 Reserved]

   2. Cross-Examination
      §3:145 Key Facts
      §3:146 Strategy
      §3:147 Angles of Attack
      §3:148 Model Cross-Examination
         §3:148.1 Plaintiff Confided in Witness
         §3:148.2 Plaintiff Confided That He Was Upset About Marital Difficulties
         §3:148.3 Plaintiff and Wife Separated Days Before Job Termination
         [§3:149 Reserved]
III. Summary Checklists

§3:150 Plaintiff’s Supervisor
§3:151 Employer’s H.R. Director
§3:152 Plaintiff’s Co-Worker
§3:153 Plaintiff’s Friends, Family, Neighbors

FORMS

3-A Trial Memorandum—Defendant’s Use of Leading Questions of Defendant’s Witnesses in Plaintiff’s Case-in-Chief
3-B Plaintiff’s Response to Defendant’s Motion in Limine to Exclude Anecdotal Evidence of Other Firings
3-C Voir Dire in Age Discrimination Case
3-D Response to Motion for Summary Judgment in ADA Case
3-E Sample Letters for Preservation of Electronically Stored Information
3-F Motion for Default or Partial Summary Judgment and Sanctions for XYZ’s Willful Destruction of Evidence
3-G Motion for Partial Summary Judgment in Pregnancy Discrimination Claim
3-H Motion of Defendant to Permit Witnesses to Testify by Videoconference at Trial

APPENDICES

3-1 EEOC Guidance: Questions to Ask as Part of Employer’s Prompt Investigation
3-2 Enforcement Guidance: Effective Policy Against Sexual Harassment

Chapter 4 Deposing & Examining the Human Resources Expert

I. Basic Principles

A. Court Rulings Varied and Unpredictable
   §4:01 Different Standards, Approaches to Admissibility
   §4:02 Early Recognition of H.R. Expert Testimony in Crenshaw Case
   §4:03 Survey: Cases Allowing H.R. Expert Testimony
   §4:04 Survey: Cases Rejecting H.R. Testimony
   [§4:05 Reserved]

B. Sexual Harassment Cases
   §4:06 To Prove Ellerth/Faragher Affirmative Defense
   §4:07 Decisions Limiting Expert’s Testimony
   §4:08 In Practice: Is Expert Testimony Required?

C. Gender Stereotyping
   §4:09 Governing Law
   §4:10 Cases Admitting Expert Testimony
   §4:11 Cases Rejecting Expert Testimony

D. Disability Discrimination
   §4:12 Discrimination in Hiring — Direct and Cross-Examination at Trial

II. Daubert Provides Analytical Framework for Expert Testimony

A. Governing Principles
   §4:13 Trial Courts as Gatekeepers
   §4:14 Daubert Analysis Applies to All Expert Testimony
   §4:15 Trial Court Has Wide Discretion to Admit or Exclude Expert Testimony

B. Applying Daubert: Attacking and Defending H.R. Expert Testimony
   1. Basic Points & Procedures
      §4:16 Grounds for Challenge—Overview
      §4:17 When, How to Challenge Admissibility
      [§§4:18 – 4:19 Reserved]
2. Is Expert Qualified?
   §4:20 Specialized Knowledge, Skill, Experience, Training or Education?
   §4:21 In Practice: Qualifying an H.R. Expert
   §4:22 In Practice: Challenging H.R. Expert’s Qualifications
   §§4:23 – 4:24 Reserved

3. Does Testimony Address Matters Within Jurors’ Knowledge
   a. Grounds for Excluding H.R. Testimony
      §4:25 “Human Resources” Is Not Science
      §4:26 Testimony Goes to Ultimate Issue of Discrimination
      §4:27 Jurors’ Job Is to Make Fact Determinations
      §4:28 Jurors Are Capable of Assessing Human Motivations
      §§4:29 Reserved
   b. Arguments for Admitting H.R. Expert Testimony
      §4:30 Expert’s Testimony Expands Jurors’ Understanding
      §4:31 Expert’s Opinion Supports Facts Leading to Legal Conclusion

4. Is H.R. Expert’s Testimony Reliable?
   §4:32 “Reliability” Is Exacting Standard
   §4:33 Challenge re: Expert’s Methodology
   §4:34 Challenge re: Lack of Scientific Standards

5. Danger of Unfair Prejudice?
   §4:35 Jurors Place High Value on Expert Testimony
   §4:36 “Ultimate Issue” Testimony More Prejudicial Than Probative
   §§4:37 – 4:39 Reserved

III. Deposition Outline
   A. Questions Common to All Cases
      §4:40 Education, Background, H.R. Training
      §4:41 Past Employment
      §4:42 Current Employment
      §4:43 Publications
      §4:44 Experience as Expert Witness
      §4:45 Retention in This Case
      §4:46 Nature of Assignment in This Case
      §4:47 Expert’s Opinions
      §4:48 Wrap Up
   B. Sexual Harassment and Stereotyping
      §4:49 Sexual Harassment
      §4:50 Sexual Stereotyping
   C. Failure to Promote and Gender Stereotyping
      §4:51 Overview
      §4:52 Deposition Outline
      §§4:53 – 4:54 Reserved

IV. Trial Examinations
   A. Direct Examination—Sex Harassment Case
      §4:55 Key Facts
      §4:56 Strategy
      §4:57 Checklist
      §4:58 Model Direct Examination
         §4:58.1 Establish Expert’s Credentials
         §4:58.2 Establish Scope of Assignment and Documents Reviewed
§4:58.3 Educate Jury as to Purpose and Benefits of Written Policy
§4:58.4 Bolster Credibility by Praising Employer’s Written Anti-Harassment Policies
§4:58.5 Explain Key Components of Proper Sexual Harassment Investigation
§4:58.6 Expert’s Opinion: Employer Did Not Conduct Reasonable Investigation
§4:58.7 Expert’s Opinion: Poor Investigation Lead Employer to Wrong Conclusion re: Harassment
§4:58.8 Undermine Ellerth/Faragher Defense

[$§4:59 Reserved$]

B. Cross-Examination—Sex Harassment Case
§4:60 Key Facts
§4:61 Strategy
§4:62 Angles of Attack
§4:63 Model Cross-Examination
§4:63.1 Cast Doubt on Expert’s Credentials
§4:63.2 Challenge Source of Expert’s Information
§4:63.3 Challenge Opinion as Based on Incomplete Information
§4:63.4 Expert Did Not Write First Draft of His Report
§4:63.5 Expert Did Not Keep Complete Record of His Work
§4:63.6 Point Out Errors in Expert’s Report
§4:63.7 Obtain Concessions: Employer’s Investigation Meets All Criteria Expert Established for a “Reasonable” Investigation
§4:63.8 Expert’s Other Criticisms of Investigation Not Valid
§4:63.9 Failure to Explore Alleged Harasser’s Conduct at Prior Employer Not Fatal to Investigation
§4:63.10 Expert Ignored Evidence and Boxed Himself in With “Limited” Assignment
§4:63.11 Obtain Concession: Underlying Facts May Not Rise to Level of Sexual Harassment
§4:63.12 Obtain Concession: Alleged Harassment May Not Have Been Unwelcome or Offensive Conduct to Plaintiff
§4:63.13 Repeat Favorable Testimony From Direct: Employer Had Exceptional Anti-Harassment Policy
§4:63.14 Human Resources Is a “Soft” Science

[$§4:64 Reserved$]

V. Summary Checklist
§4:65 Summary Checklist—Human Resources Expert

FORMS
4-A Motion to Exclude Human Resources Expert Testimony at Summary Judgment
4-B Response to Motion to Exclude Human Resources Expert Testimony at Summary Judgment
4-C Reply to Response to Motion to Exclude Human Resources Expert Testimony at Summary Judgment
4-D Motion in Limine to Disqualify Expert Witnesses in ADA Failure to Hire Case (Diabetes) Based on Lack of Experience and Scientific Knowledge

Chapter 5 Deposing & Examining the Mental Health Expert

I. Governing Principles
A. Compensatory Damages Available Under Statute
§5:01 Civil Rights Act of 1991
§5:02 Damages Caps
### Table of Contents

#### §5:03 Evidence of Damages vs. Proof of Liability

**B. Proving Emotional Distress Damages**

- §5:04 Proof of Actual Injury
- §5:05 Physical Manifestation of Emotional Harm

**C. Proving Compensatory Damages**

- §5:06 Is Expert Testimony Necessary?
- §5:07 Plaintiff's Testimony as Sole Proof of Distress
- §5:08 In Practice: Should Your Plaintiff Testify?
- §5:09 Better Option: Friends, Family Testify

**D. Treating, Consulting Psychologists as Experts**

- §5:10 Select Your Expert Early in Case
- §5:11 Advantages
- §5:12 Disadvantages and Risks

**E. Rule 35 Examination**

- §5:13 “In Controversy” Requirement
- §5:14 Components of Independent Medical Exam
  
  [§§5:15 – 5:19 Reserved]

#### II. Understanding Psychological Tests

**A. The DSM-IV**

- §5:20 What Is It?
- §5:21 How Does It Work?
- §5:22 Limitations of DSM in Litigation
  
  [§§5:23 – 5:24 Reserved]

**B. Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory (MMPI)**

- §5:25 Early Development
- §5:26 Format, Administration, Analysis of Test
- §5:27 Criticisms; Grounds for Cross-Examination
- §5:28 The MMPI-2-Restructured Form (MMPI-2-RF)
  
  [§5:29 Reserved]

**C. Millon Clinical Multiaxial Inventory (MCMI)**

- §5:30 Background
- §5:31 Use & Purpose in Litigation
  
  [§5:32 Reserved]

**D. Personality Assessment Inventory (PAI)**

- §5:33 Personality Assessment Inventory (PAI)
  
  [§5:34 Reserved]

#### III. Deposition of Mental Health Expert

**A. Preliminary Matters**

- §5:35 Goals of Deposition
- §5:36 Preparing for Deposition
- §5:37 Obtain Raw Testing Data
  
  [§§5:37 – 5:39 Reserved]

**B. Deposition Checklist—Mental Health Expert**

- §5:40 Background
- §5:41 Experience as Expert Witness
- §5:42 Retention of Expert and Bias
- §5:43 Expert's Work on Case
- §5:44 Diagnosis and Opinion
- §5:45 Personality Disorders
IV. Mental Health Experts at Trial
   A. Direct Trial Examination of Treating Psychologist
      §5:55 Key Facts
      §5:56 Strategy
      §5:57 Checklist
      §5:58 Model Direct Examination
         §5:58.1 Establish Treating Doctor’s Credentials
         §5:58.2 Plaintiff Was Referred by a Doctor, for Medical Reasons
         §5:58.3 Doctor Has Spent Significant Time Treating Plaintiff
         §5:58.4 Doctor Took Detailed History From Plaintiff
         §5:58.5 Diagnosis Is Based Upon DSM-IV Criteria
         §5:58.6 Expert Can Identify Facts Supporting Each DSM-IV Criterion for PTSD in Plaintiff
         §5:58.7 Expert’s Opinion: Plaintiff Suffers From PTSD Caused by Sexual Assault
         §5:58.8 Expert’s Opinion: Plaintiff Suffers From Rape Trauma Syndrome (“RTS”)
         §5:58.9 Expert’s Opinion: RTS Resulted in Delayed Reporting of Assault and Filing of Suit
         §5:58.10 Defendant’s Conduct Caused Permanent Injury
         §5:58.11 Establish Floor for Damages
      §5:59 Reserved

   B. Cross-Examination of Defense Psychologist
      §5:60 Key Facts
      §5:61 Strategy
      §5:62 Angles of Attack
      §5:63 Pattern Cross-Examination
         §5:63.1 Expert’s Credentials Pale in Comparison to Plaintiff’s Expert’s
         §5:63.2 Expert Is a “Hired Gun” Who Spent a Few Hours With Plaintiff, Solely for Purpose of Litigation
         §5:63.3 Expert’s Diagnosis Is Not Incompatible With Plaintiff’s Expert’s Diagnosis
         §5:63.4 Plaintiff’s Expert’s Diagnosis Is Reliable
         §5:63.5 Plaintiff Was Open, Honest and Cooperative During Meeting With Defense Expert
         §5:63.6 Plaintiff’s Workplace Environment Was Sexually Hostile
         §5:63.7 Challenge Expert’s Testing Methods (MMPI) and Resulting Diagnosis
         §5:63.8 Challenge Expert’s Diagnosis With His Own Test Results (Millon Test)
         §5:63.9 Scholarly Articles on Which Expert Relied Support Plaintiff’s Theory of Case
         §5:63.10 Expert Believes Plaintiff’s Version of the Facts; Concedes Plaintiff Not Malingering
      §5:64 Reserved
Table of Contents

V. Summary Checklist: Cross-Examination Mental Health Expert

§5:65 Summary Checklist

FORMS

5-A Opposition to Defendant's Rule 35 Motion and Psychological Testing
5-B Motion for Protective Order
5-C Defendant’s Memorandum of Law in Opposition to Motion in Limine to Exclude MMPI-2 Results and Testimony
5-D Defendant’s Motion to Compel Plaintiffs’ Attendance at a Physical Examination by Defendant’s Medical Expert Without the Presence of her Attorney, and Without the Examination Being Audiotaped or Recorded in Any Way
5-E Proposed Protective Order
5-F Joint Stipulation for Entry of Protective Order

Chapter 6  Deposing & Examining the Expert Economist

I. Economic Damages Available Under Federal Discrimination Statutes

A. Overview

§6:01 Title VII & ADA Cases
§6:02 ADEA Cases
§6:03 Civil Rights Cases [§§1981, 1983]
§6:04 [Reserved]

B. Back Pay

1. Back Pay Basics

§6:05 “Make Whole” Remedy
§6:06 Computation Basics
§6:07 Recovery Period
§6:08 Components of Back Pay
§6:09 Prejudgment Interest

2. Mitigation of Damages

§6:10 Plaintiff Must Seek Substantially Equivalent Employment
§6:11 Burden of Proof on Defendant

3. Terminating Back Pay Period

§6:12 Basic Principles
§6:13 Refusal of Unconditional Offer of Reinstatement
§6:14 After-Acquired Evidence
§6:15 Employer-Caused Disability: Damages Cutoff?
§§6:16 – 6:19 [Reserved]

C. Front Pay

1. Basic Principles

§6:20 Make-Whole Remedy
§6:21 Alternative to Reinstatement
§6:22 Court or Jury Issue?
§6:23 Length of Award; Speculative Damages
§6:24 Factors Considered in Awarding Front Pay
§6:25 Hybrid Awards

2. Limits

§6:26 Mitigation Required
§6:27 Do Damages Caps Apply?
3. Discounting to Present Day Value

§6:28 Goal: Basic Concepts
§6:29 Burden of Proof on Plaintiff
§6:30 Determining the Rate

[§§6:31 – 6:34 Reserved]

D. Offsets

§6:35 Availability of Offsets Rests With Court's Discretion
§6:36 Application of Collateral Source Rule
§6:37 Employer-Funded Benefits

E. Adverse Tax Consequences

§6:38 Basic Principles
§6:39 Cases Supporting “Gross Up”
§6:40 Cases Refusing to Allow “Gross Up”
§6:41 Compare: Attorneys’ Fees
§6:42 In Practice: Support Request for Gross Up With Expert Testimony

[§§6:43 – 6:49 Reserved]

II. Use of Experts to Prove Economic Losses

A. By the Plaintiff

§6:50 Why Hire an Expert?
§6:51 When to Hire

B. By the Defense

§6:52 Why Hire an Expert?
§6:53 When to Hire

[§6:54 Reserved]

III. Deposing the Expert Economist

A. Goals

§6:55 Cast Doubt
§6:56 Determine & Attack Underlying Assumptions

B. Deposition Checklist — All Cases

§6:57 Background Information
§6:58 Document Retention Policy
§6:59 Experience as Expert Witness; Bias
§6:60 Retention in This Case
§6:61 Assignment and Assumptions
§6:62 “Present Value”
§6:63 Mitigation of Damages
§6:64 Wage Growth
§6:65 Fringe Benefits
§6:66 Discount Rate [Interest Rate]
§6:67 Work-Life Expectancy
§6:68 Compare Experts' Reports and Conclusions
§6:69 Completed Work

C. Deposition Checklist — Misappropriation of Trade Secret Case

§6:70 Qualifications and Experience
§6:71 Assignment and Information Relied Upon
§6:72 Attack Causation
§6:73 Attack Assumptions and Conclusions

[§6:74 Reserved]
IV. Expert Economist at Trial

A. Direct Trial Examination of Plaintiff’s Expert Economist

§6:75 Key Facts
§6:76 Strategy
§6:77 Checklist
§6:78 Model Direct Examination

§6:78.1 Witness Is Qualified to Testify as an Expert in Economic Damages
§6:78.2 Expert Used Standard Methodology to Calculate Lost Earnings
§6:78.3 Calculation of “but for” Earnings: Step One—Determine Historic Earnings
§6:78.4 Step Two: Determine Growth Rate
§6:78.5 Step Three: Determine Projected Earnings Total Over One Million Dollars
§6:78.6 Plaintiff’s “but for” Earnings Total Over One Million Dollars
§6:78.7 Determine Actual Earnings and Lost Earnings
§6:78.8 Lost Earnings Must Be Discounted to Present Value
§6:78.9 Expert Calculated “Lost Stock” Damages
§6:78.10 Final Damages Analysis Includes Value of Lost Wages and Lost Stock

[§6:79 Reserved]

B. Cross-Examination of Plaintiff’s Economic Expert

§6:80 Key Facts
§6:81 Strategy
§6:82 Angles of Attack
§6:83 Model Cross-Examination

§6:83.1 Expert Is a Hired Gun Who Has Testified Repeatedly for Employees Represented by Plaintiff’s Counsel
§6:83.2 Expert Conducted No Independent Research to Support His Opinions
§6:83.3 Witness Is Not an Expert on Liability
§6:83.4 “But for” Earnings Calculation Includes More Than Just Wages
§6:83.5 Plaintiff Earns More in Salary at His New Job Than He Did at ABC, Inc.
§6:83.6 Expert Failed to Quantify Benefits Provided by Dr. Jones’ New Employment
§6:83.7 Expert Did Not Calculate Cost of Dr. Jones’ Commute to ABC, Inc.
§6:83.8 Expert Does Not Know What Benefits Dr. Jones’s New Employer Provides
§6:83.9 Expert Used Two Different Retirement Dates, Resulting in Higher Estimated Damages
§6:83.10 Expert Did Not Consider Alternative Work-Life Scenarios

V. Summary Checklist

§6:84 Summary Checklist – Expert Economist

FORMS

6-A Memorandum of Law re Negative Tax Consequences of Damages Award
6-B Response to Motion for Protective Order From ABC’s Subpoena to Plaintiff’s Current and Former Employers
6-C Motion in Limine Concerning Indemnification Among Defendants and Potential Recovery of Attorneys’ Fees
6-D Motion in Limine Concerning Preclusion of Collateral Source Benefits Evidence
6-E Motion for Partial Summary Judgment re Mitigation of Damages Defense
6-F Response to Motion to Strike Expert Witness
Chapter 7  Deposing & Examining the Expert Statistician

I. Statistical Evidence in Discrimination Litigation

§7:01 To Prove Disparate Impact
§7:02 To Prove Disparate Treatment
[§§7:03 – 7:04 Reserved]

II. Survey of Supreme Court Decisions

§7:05 Basic Statistical Methodology Condoned—Castaneda
§7:06 Standard Deviation Analysis Applied in Hazelwood
§7:07 Use of Statistics to Establish or Defeat Liability: Teamsters
§7:08 Appropriate Comparison Pool—Wards Cove
§7:09 Reliable Methodology—Daubert
[§7:10 Reserved]

III. Basic Statistical Concepts as Applied by Courts

A. Multiple Regression Analysis

§7:11 Basic Principles
§7:12 Bazemore: Analysis Need Not Consider Every Variable
§7:13 Omission of Major Factors May Render Analysis Inadmissible
§7:14 Application in Disparate Treatment Cases
[§7:15 Reserved]

B. Statistical Significance

§7:16 Basic Principles
§7:17 “.05 Level” of Statistical Significance
§7:18 Standard Deviation
[§7:19 Reserved]

C. Sample Size, Aggregation, Disaggregation

§7:20 Sample Size
§7:21 Basic Principles of Aggregation, Disaggregation
§7:22 When Aggregated Data Is More Probative
§7:23 Reduction-in-Force Cases
[§7:24 Reserved]

IV. In Practice: Working With Expert Statistician

§7:25 Retain Expert Statistician Early
§7:26 Identify Discriminatory Employment Practice
§7:27 Determine Proper Sample Size
§7:28 To Help Formulate Discovery Requests
§7:29 During Trial
[§§7:30 – 7:34 Reserved]

V. Deposition Checklist

§7:35 Background Information
§7:36 Publication History
§7:37 Experience as Expert Witness
§7:38 Retention of Expert and Bias
§7:39 Sources of Information on This Case
§7:40 Scope of Assignment
§7:41 Methodology
§7:42 Sample Size, Aggregation, Disaggregation
VI. Expert Statistician at Trial
A. Direct Examination of Plaintiff’s Expert
§7:50 Key Facts
§7:51 Strategy
§7:52 Checklist
§7:53 Model Direct Examination
§7:53.1 Expert Has Exemplary Background in Statistics
§7:53.2 Expert’s Assignment: to Analyze RIF Selection Process
§7:53.3 Expert Teaches Jury Basic Statistical Concepts and Methods
§7:53.4 Expert Explains RIF Policy
§7:53.5 Factors Analyzed: Years of Service, Performance Appraisals
§7:53.6 Statistical Analysis Reveals: Employees Over Age 40 Twice as Likely to Be Declared Surplus
§7:53.7 Statistical Analysis Reveals: Employees Over Age 40 Terminated at Higher Rate Than Those Under 40
§7:53.8 Statistical Analysis Reveals: “Years of Service” Not a Factor in RIF
§7:53.9 Statistical Analysis Reveals: “Performance Appraisals” Had Negligible Impact on RIF
§7:53.10 Statistical Analysis Reveals: “Professional” Status Employees Over Age 40 More Likely to Be Terminated Than Those Under 40
§7:53.11 Statistical Analysis Reveals: Employees Over Age 40 Hardest Hit by RIF Company-Wide
§7:53.12 Expert Opinion: RIF Had Disproportionate Effect on Employees Over Age 40, Which Was Not Result of Chance or Random Occurrence

[§7:54 Reserved]

B. Cross-Examination of Plaintiff’s Expert
§7:55 Key Facts
§7:56 Strategy
§7:57 Angles of Attack
§7:58 Model Cross-Examination
§7:58.1 “Years of Service” Factor Cannot Be Source of Age Discrimination
§7:58.2 Expert Based His Opinion on Incomplete Data (95 Scores Missing)
§7:58.3 Best Performing Employees Were Not Affected by RIF
§7:58.4 Expert Had Important Data Available, But Did Not Analyze It
§7:58.5 Expert Aggregated Data, Even Though Department-by-Department Analysis Was Feasible
§7:58.6 Expert Failed to Consider Other Factors That Might Impact RIF
§7:58.7 Each ABC Plant Had its Own Decisionmakers

[§7:59 Reserved]

VII. Summary Checklist
§7:60 Summary Checklist—Expert Statistician

FORMS
7-A Request for Production of Documents
7-B Plaintiff’s Closing Argument on Statistical Evidence
7-C Defendant’s Closing Argument on Statistical Evidence
7-D Plaintiffs’ Motion to Strike Defendant’s Statistical Experts
Chapter 8  Deposing & Examining the Labor Market Expert

I. Governing Principles
   A. Use of Vocational Experts on Mitigation Issue
      1. Defendant-Employer’s Perspective
         §8:01 When and Why to Retain Vocational Expert
         §8:02 Anticipated Testimony: Establish Plaintiff’s Failure to Mitigate
      2. Plaintiff-Employee’s Perspective
         §8:03 As a Consulting Expert
         §8:04 As a Testifying Expert Witness
         [§8:05 Reserved]
   B. Vocational Experts in ADA Cases
      §8:06 Plaintiff Is “Disabled”
      §8:07 Plaintiff Is Substantially Limited in Major Life Activity of Working
      §8:08 Reasonable Accommodation
      [§8:09 Reserved]
   C. FRCP 35 Vocational Examinations
      §8:10 Scope of Rule 35
      §8:11 Employer’s Arguments Supporting Exam
      §8:12 Plaintiff’s Arguments Opposing Exam
   D. Admissibility of Vocational Expert Testimony
      §8:13 Daubert Analysis Applies
      §8:14 Grounds for Attack—Generally
      §8:15 Challenge Expert’s Qualifications
      §8:16 Challenge Reliability of Opinion
      [§§8:17 – 8:19 Reserved]

II. Deposition of Vocational Expert
    §8:20 Education/Training
    §8:21 Work Experience
    §8:22 Resources
    §8:23 Sources of Information on This Case
    §8:24 Document Review, Interviews, Testing
    §8:25 Transferable Work Skills Analysis
    §8:26 Labor Market Survey
    §8:27 Job Search
    §8:28 Additional Aspects of Case Preparation
    §8:29 Disability Cases
    §8:30 Damages
    §8:31 Opinion
    [§§8:32 – 8:34 Reserved]

III. Vocational Expert at Trial
    A. Mitigation
       1. Direct Examination of Defendant’s Vocational Expert—Mitigation
          §8:35 Key Facts
          §8:36 Strategy
          §8:37 Checklist
          §8:38 Model Direct Examination
          §8:38.1 Establish Expert’s Credentials
          §8:38.2 Establish First Contact With Counsel; Scope of Assignment
## Table of Contents

### §8:38.3 Results of Expert’s Analysis: Dozens of Jobs Available to Plaintiff

### §8:38.4 Individual Factors (e.g., Pregnancy; Medical Condition) No Barrier to Plaintiff’s Employment

[§8:39 Reserved]

### 2. Cross-Examination of Defendant’s Vocational Expert—Mitigation

#### §8:40 Key Facts

#### §8:41 Strategy

#### §8:42 Angles of Attack

#### §8:43 Model Cross-Examination

##### §8:43.1 Expert Has Testified for This Defendant Previously

##### §8:43.2 In All Preceding Cases, Expert Reached Same Conclusion: Plaintiff Failed to Mitigate

##### §8:43.3 Expert’s Opinion Only as Good as Information on Which It Is Based

##### §8:43.4 Efforts to Find Other Work Affect Expert’s Mitigation Analysis

##### §8:43.5 Defendant Failed to Provide Expert With Information re Plaintiff’s Job Search Efforts

##### §8:43.6 Expert Knows Nothing About Plaintiff’s Job Search Efforts

##### §8:43.7 Expert Relied on Computer Program That Analyzed Data in a Vacuum

##### §8:43.8 Expert Did Not Follow Computerized Research With Field Research

##### §8:43.9 Expert Did Not Interview Plaintiff or Review Discovery Documents

##### §8:43.10 Individualized Analysis Would Have Revealed Plaintiff Had Limited Employment Opportunities

[§8:44 Reserved]

### B. ADA Cases

#### 1. Direct Examination Checklist—Plaintiff’s Expert

##### §8:45 Preliminary Questions

##### §8:46 Knowledge of ADA

##### §8:47 Plaintiff Is Disabled under ADA

##### §8:48 Plaintiff’s Job; Reasonable Accommodation

##### §8:49 Plaintiff’s Ability to Work

[§8:50 Reserved]

#### 2. Cross-Examination Checklist—Plaintiff’s Expert

##### §8:51 Plaintiff Is Not Disabled Under ADA

##### §8:52 Job Functions; Ability to Work

##### §8:53 Reasonable Accommodation

[§8:54 Reserved]

### FORMS

- 8-A Motion to Compel Rule 35 Vocational Examination
- 8-B Motion in Limine to Exclude Testimony of Labor Market Expert
- 8-C Defendant’s Motion in Limine to Exclude Opinion and Testimony of Plaintiff’s Labor Market Expert

---

### Chapter 9  Deposing & Examining the Rule 30(b)(6) Witness

#### I. Governing Principles

##### A. Rule 30(b)(6) of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure

##### §9:01 Text

##### §9:02 The Rule 30(b)(6) Deposition Is Unique

##### §9:03 The Rule 30(b)(6) Notice of Deposition
SELECTING THE PROPER RULE 30(b)(6) DEONENT

THE DUTY UNDER THE RULE TO PREPARE THE RULE 30(b)(6) DESIGNEE

PREPARING THE RULE 30(b)(6) DEONENT

THE SCOPE OF QUESTIONING AT A RULE 30(b)(6) DEPOSITION

II. Deposition of Rule 30(b)(6) Corporate Representative About Electronically Stored Information

§9:08 Deposition Questions Concerning Electronically Stored Information

FORMS

9-A Notice of Deposition for Rule 30(b)(6) Corporate Representative
9-B Motion for Sanctions
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